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Thank you very much, Kostas, for asking me to write this award after the initially appointed

judge informed that he was unable to do the work anymore. I was already aware this informal

tournament would present many interesting compositions and I wasn’t disappointed at all by

the overall quality.

The trend visible in both retro and proof games is the shift from the orthodox to the fairy

realm, which apparently offers more room for originality. Of course, the presence of advanced

tools capable of checking fairy proof games significantly contributed to this migration. We can

only hope the orthodox retro will be able to survive.

Judging orthodox and fairies together can pose a challenge even for the most experienced

judges. To make my task easier I decided to split each section into two categories: one for the

orthodox and the other for the fairy compositions. Luckily I had enough entries in each of the

four categories.

A few words about the general criteria applied in the judgment: In classical retro

compositions the accuracy of retraction moves of both sides and the usage of all pieces are

essential, while in the proof games I highly appreciate the intricate interplay motivation. In

fairy compositions, I also need to see a convincing exploitation of the used fairy elements

throughout the whole solution.

Orthodox Retros

There were only 7 entries in this category, but their high quality compensates for the low

quantity.

w________w 
[wdwdwdw4] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dbdwdKdw] 
[w4wdwdwd] 
[dndwdwdw] 
[n1wdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
w--------w 

1st Prize
Dmitry Baibikov

Add 25 units for an Illegal Cluster   (1+6) 

w________w 
[wdwdwdw4] 
[0pdwdpdk] 
[Q)wdwdp0] 
[$bdwdKdw] 
[P4pdpdPd] 
[Hn)pdwdP] 
[n1R)P)wg] 
[dBHwdwGw] 
w--------w 

Solution:

1st Prize - (Dmitry Baibikov - R0371) An unbelievable monumental task, which beats a 41

years old record (Annex A)! Building an Illegal Cluster with all 32 pieces on the board is

already a huge challenge. Making this work with only 7 visible pieces requires either an

assiduous work by the composer, or just formidable luck. Regardless of the answer, the end

result deserves our admiration. The ingenious retro-stalemate cage can be released only by

removing one piece, but the different ways to legalize the position are very impressive. A

constructional triumph!

The position is illegal: R: 1...g7-g6+ and retrostalemate for White, because if 2.g3-g4, the

wRh1 cannot return home after wBb1→f1 and g2-g3. If -wPh3, then R.: 1...g7-g6+ 2.g3-g4 is

legal. If -bRb4/bRh8, then R.: 1...g7-g6+ 2.Ke5xRf5 Rf4-f5++ is legal. Tries: A) Pf7→f6,

Ph6→h4, Kh7→f7, Bh2→f4, Bg1→g3, Ph3→h2 (Illegal), but if -bRb4/bRh8, the position is

still illegal. B) Bb1→h5, Sc1→b1, Rc2↔Pc3 (Illegal), but -bQb2 is still illegal. C)

Pa4↔Sa3, Pc4→c5, Bb1→h5 (Illegal), but -wPa3 is still illegal. D) Ra5↔Qa6 (Illegal), but -

bPb7 is still illegal.
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w________w 
[wdkhbdwd] 
[!R4B0p)w] 
[K0p4w0wd] 
[dwGpdpdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dw)wdwdw] 
[w)Pdwdw0] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
w--------w 

2nd Prize
Andrey Frolkin

Release the position!   (9+13)

2nd Prize - (Andrey Frolkin - R0367) This subtle composition

deserves a prize for ingenuity: any solver will have difficulties in

understanding how the NW cage can be released. The solution

starts with the brutal uncapture of the bS on d7, but the second

uncapture of the bQ by the uncaptured wS on the same thematic

square is both surprising and delightful. Which is better: R0367 or

R0367v? I think the former shows clearly a more elaborate play,

with the additional return of both dark squared Bishops to their

original squares before uncapturing being simply an excellent

unifying touch of the master hand.

A total of 10 pieces are missing; 6 pieces were captured by black pawns, 1 by White (d2xc3), 1

through Be6xd7+, wPh vanished on its home file, 1 piece is unaccounted for. Retract:

1.Be6xSd7+! h3-h2 2.Be3-c5 h4-h3 3.Bc1-e3 h5-h4 4.d2xBc3 Be5-c3 5.g6-g7 Bg3-e5 (Bf4-

e5?) 6.g5-g6 Bh4-g3 7.g4-g5 Bg5xPh4 8.g3-g4 Bh6-g5 9.g2-g3 Bf8-h6 10.h3-h4 g7xSf6

11.h2-h3! Se5-d7 12.Sd7-f6+ S~-e5 13.Sb8xQd7! S~ 14.Qa8-a7 S~ 15.Ra7-b7 S~ 16.Kb5-a6

b7xc6+ and the cage is released.

W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
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3rd Prize

Nina Omelchuk, Andrey Frolkin 

& Jeff Coakley
“Reflect”

w________w 
[wdk4wdwI] 
[dwdNdwdw] 
[R$BGwdwd] 
[dwdwHwdw] 
[wdPdwdwd] 
[dp)wdwdw] 
[w0p0p0ph] 
[hwdr1bdw] 
w--------w 

Solution A: w________w
[kdwdRIwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[wdwdbgr4]
[dwdndwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdp)w]
[N)P)P)Pd]
[dwGQ$wdN]
w--------w

Solution B (Reflected):

3rd Prize - (Nina Omelchuk, Andrey Frolkin & Jeff Coakley - R0361) The two lovely twins

show very precise determination of piece types based on similar deductions. The color of

pieces, however, is entirely based on chessboard orientation. Of course the asymmetry of the

initial array is not a new theme in the retro field, but it is probably shown for the first time in a

rebus. Moreover, the authors have skillfully managed to show also a precise last move, which

further enhances the overall content.

Solution A: R=King, E=Rook, F=Knight, L=Queen, C=Pawn, T=Bishop; Caps=Black. Last

move: 1...0-0-0+. R=King: The only letter with one uppercase, one lowercase. C=Pawn: The

other letters are on 1st or 8th rank. E=Rook: One of the Kings is in check by E (a6 or b6 or d8).

If E=Q,B,N, there are impossible multiple checks, regardless of which pieces are assigned to F

and T. The Kh8 is in check by the Rd8. F=Knight: If F=Q,B, both Kings in check (d7).

T=Bishop: If T=Q, both Kings in check (c6). L=Queen. Everything is solved except for the

colors and the last move. If caps=White, last move: e7xd8R+ or c7xd8R+. The position is

illegal because the wK could not have escaped the 1st rank, given the pawn formation with Sa1,

Rd1, Qe1, Bf1. Therefore, Caps=Black & Last move: 1...0-0-0+ is the only way to explain the

check (d8).

Solution B: R=King, E=Rook, F=Knight, L=Queen, C=Pawn, T=Bishop; Caps=White. Last

move: 1.d7xSe8R. The analysis of the reflected twin has the same logic mirrored. The piece

assignment is the same, but the colors switch. With the checking Rook on e8, castling on the

last move (with Caps=Black) is not possible. Therefore, Caps=White & last move: 1.d7xe8R+

or f7xd8R+. But which kind of piece was captured and from which square? White is missing 2

pieces: Bishop and Rook. The Bishop was captured on f1. The rook was captured on the f-file

by one of the doubled black pawns. No other captures were made by Black. Black is missing 7

pieces: Queen and six Pawns. Only one black promotion was possible, with the a-pawn on a1.

The promotion on h1 is impossible, because the wS had to be on h1 before White captured on

g3. Therefore White captured a maximum of two officers: The bQ and the piece promoted on

a1. The white a-pawn captured an officer on e8, leaving one officer available for capture

elsewhere. The white h-pawn captured on g3. If an officer was captured on g3, then the white a-

pawn could not reach f7, because that would require capturing a third officer on f7. One of the

black pawns is the original f-pawn. If a pawn was captured on g3, then the white a-pawn could

not reach f7, because that would require capturing officers on e6 and f7. One of the black

pawns is the original f-pawn. The other black pawn came from the e-file. Since the white a-

pawn could not reach f7, the last move was d7xe8=R+. The piece captured by White on e8 was

not a Bishop. Black could not promote a light-square Bishop. The piece captured by White on

e8 was not a Queen or Rook: White would have been in an impossible check, because the

previous black move could not have been a capture by Q/Rxe8+. Therefore, a Knight was

captured on e8. The black a-pawn promoted to Knight. Last move: 1.d7xSe8R+.

w________w 
[NGRhwdQI] 
[hp$Niw0p] 
[w)B4p0wd] 
[dp)pdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdw0wdw] 
[wdPdP)wd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
w--------w 

1st Honorable Mention
Andrey Frolkin & 
Sergei I. Tkachenko

#1                            (13+12) 

w________w 
[wdwdwdbd] 
[dwdQ0p4P] 
[wdp0Ndp1] 
[dwdwdw0r] 
[wdwdwdBi] 
[)PdPdwdP] 
[R$PdPdw)] 
[HwdwdwIw] 
w--------w 

2nd Honorable Mention
Thierry le Gleuher

Release the position!  (15+11)

w________w 
[qdbHBdw4] 
[dr0Bdp0p] 
[Kdp$pdwd] 
[0wdpdwdw] 
[kdwdwdwd] 
[dw)wdw)P] 
[w)PdP)wd] 
[dwGwdwdN] 
w--------w 

Commendation
Andrey Frolkin & 
Sergei I. Tkachenko

Release the position!  (14+13)

1st Honorable Mention - (Andrey Frolkin & Sergei I. Tkachenko - R0372) The exquisite

construction allowed the composers to significantly improve a known matrix (Annex B), thus

showing a double Ceriani-Frolkin without any promoted piece initially visible. It is amazing

the forward stipulation allows the wQ to deliver a mate on the thematic promotion square.

Although there is an unavoidable lack of accuracy in the retraction play, the history of the

position is clearly presented. The oscillation of bK between e7 and e8 allowing the wS to get

back on its promotion square seems to be a new motive, which further enhances the overall

value of the problem.

1.Qf8# (mate on the thematic square) White balance: 13 (pieces on the board) + 3 (axb,

cxdxe) = 16. The white g- and h-pawns must be accounted for. Black balance: 12 + 1 (dxc) + 3

(g6xf7>f8, hxg>g6xf7>f8) = 16. Retract: 1...d4xSe3! 2.c4-c5 c5xSd4! 3.d3xQc4! Qb4-c4

4.Sf3-d4 Qg4-b4 5.Sh4-f3 Qg6-g4 6.Sg2-e3 Qf7-g6 7.Sf4-g2 Qf8-f7 8.Sg2-f4 Ke8-e7! 9.Sg6-

h4 Qf7-f8! 10.Sf8-g6+ Qg6-f7 11.Sh4-g2 Ke7-e8 12.f7-f8S! Qh5-g6 13.g6xBf7! [13.g6xRf7?]

Be8-f7 14.g5-g6 Qf7-h5 15.g4-g5 Qf8-f7 16.g3-g4 Bh5-e8 17.h2xBg3 Ke8-e7! 18.Sg6-h4 Qf7-

f8 19.Sf8-g6+ Qg6-f7 20.d2-d3 Ke7-e8 21.f7-f8S! Qd3-g6 22.g6xRf7 Rf8-f7 23.g5-g6 f7-f6

24.g4-g5 Kf6-e7 25.Se5-d7+.
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Each letter represents a different type of piece. 

Uppercase is one color, lowercase is the other. 

Determine the position and the last move! 

In twin b) the position is mirrored horizontally.



2nd Honorable Mention - (Thierry le Gleuher - R0362) A classical gem: the cage can be

opened only by uncapturing a black piece on h3. The whole solution is based on a just-in-time

White uncastling. Although the retraction play is extremely accurate, with the last 21 moves

being determined, the full history of the position can’t be entirely established. Certainly there is

nothing quite new in this agreeable classical composition, but I praised here the solver-friendly

position.

Black captured h6xBg5. The wPf2,g2 captured 3 times. The bK’s cage can be released only

by retracting g2xXh3, after the wB is back on f1, and the wR on h1 (or g1). The uncapture of a

black officer requires a black promotion on a1 or b1 and the cross-captures by the wPa2,b2. An

officer could be uncaptured on a3 after a black promotion on a1, but the a1 square would not be

accessible because of the wS. Uncapturing an officer on b3 is impossible, due to retro-

stalemate. A black officer cannot be uncaptured anywhere else, but on h3. Try: Retract: 1.Rb1-

b2 c7-c6 2.Qa4-d7 d7-d6 3.Qb4xPa4 a5-a4 4.Rf1-b1 a6-a5 5.0-0 a7-a6 6.Qa5xPb4 b5-b4

7.Bf3-g4 b6-b5 8.Bg2-f3 ?? (a black tempo is missing here!) 9.Bf1-g2 Kg4-h4 10.g2xSh3+

Solution: Retract: 1.Rb1-b2 c7-c6 2.b2xPa3 a4-a3 3.Bf3-g4 a5-a4 4.Bg2-f3 a6-a5 5.Ra5-a2 a7-

a6 6.a2xPb3 b4-b3 7.Rf5-a5 b5-b4 8.Rf1-f5 b6-b5 9.0-0 b7-b6 10.Bf1-g2 Kg4-h4 11.g2xSh3+.

The 21 last moves are determined.

Commendation - (Andrey Frolkin & Sergei I. Tkachenko - R0357) A brilliant and fresh

idea: the main plan fails due to lack of a waiting White piece able to perform oscillations. In the

preparatory plan, the wR is uncaptured hence enabling the execution of the main plan. The

crystal clear logic is unfortunately marred by the non-unique retraction play. From a

constructional point of view, the presence of the 3rd wB is a pity. In spite of the visible

blemishes I eventually decided to retain this ambitious problem in the award hoping the idea

won’t pass unnoticed.

If a2>a8B, then the black a-pawn made 2 captures, resulting in White’s overbalance

(considering b7xc6); if e7-e8B, then the white pawns made 5 captures, resulting in Black’s

overbalance. The real balances are: Black: 13+3 (axbxa/c>a8/c8B, d2xc3)=16. White: 14+1

(b7xc6)=15. The white a-pawn promoted to Bishop on a8 or c8, making two captures on the

way there. The black balance is closed. It seems that the move d2xc3 could have been retracted

at any moment; after that, the black King can get out, but the cage remains unreleased, e.g.:

Retract: 1...Qb8-a8# 2.Be3-c1 Rg8-h8 3.Bc1-e3 Kb4-a4 4.d2xBc3+ Kc4-b4 5.h2-h3 Kd4-c4.

The only retraction to release the cage is e7-e6, but it must be preceded by the return of the

black dark-squared Bishop to f8. Main plan: Retract: 1.d2xBc3 Bf6-c3 2.h2-h3 Be7-f6 3.??

Bf8-e7 4.?? e7-e6 - retrostalemate for White. Only the white kingside Rook can make waiting

retractions inside the bottom box. Where can Black uncapture it? Solution: Retract: 1...Qb8-

a8# (1...Qb8xRa8#?) 2.Be3-c1 Rg8-h8 3.Ba7-e3! (shielding 1) Qa8-b8! (switchback 1) 4.h2-

h3! Rb8xRb7!! 5.Rb5-b7 Rb7-b8+ 6.Bc5-a7 Qb8-a8+ (switchback 2) 7.Bb4-c5 (shielding 2)

Rh8-g8 8.Rc5-b5 Rg8-h8 9.Rc4-c5 Rh8-g8 10.Rd4-c4 Rg8-h8 11.Rd1-d4 Rh8-g8 12.Bc5-b4

(switchback 3) Rf8-h8 13.Be3-c5 (not a real switchback, because it is not inevitable) Rg8-f8

(oscillations are not regarded as switchbacks) 14.Bc1-e3 (switchback 4) Rh8-g8 and now the

main plan works: 15.d2xBc3 Bf6-c3 16.R~-d1! Be7-f6 17.R~ Bf8-e7 18.R~ e7-e6 and the cage

is unlocked.

Fairy Retros

Here the participation was quite numerous: 16 entries, all of them being defensive retractors.

Alas, three other entries were cooked besides R0359 and R0360:

R0355 (Răican): 1.Ke1xPd2(+wKe1) d3-d2+ 2.Ke1xRd1(+wKe1) Rd2-d1+

3.Ke1xRf1(+wKe1) Rf2-f1+ 4.Ke7:Re8(+wKe1) Rd8-e8+ 5.Kd6-c7 Re8-d8+ 6.Be4-c6 &

1.Kc7# (Cooked by Vlaicu Crișan)

R0369 (Thoma): 2.Rc6-b6 Ka7-a8 (2…g7-g5? 3.a5-a6 & 1.Ra6+ Kb7,b8#) 3.Rb6-c6 Ka8-a7

(The 2nd repetition) 4.Rc6-b6 Ka7-a8 5.Rb6-c6 g7-g5 6.a5-a6 & 1.Ra6+ Kb7,b8# (Cooked by

Dmitry Baibikov)

R0370 (Thoma): 2.Ke5xRd5(+wKe1) Rh8-h5++ 3.Kf5-e5 Re6xQe5(+bRh8)++ 4.Kf6-f5 Re7-

e6 (4…Re8-e6? 5.Qe2-e5 & 1.Qa2#) 5.Kf7-f6 R~-e7+ 6.Qe2-e5 & 1.Qa2# (Cooked by Dmitry

Baibikov)

After discarding other problems for minor flaws (such as dualistic mate in the forward play

or imprecise retraction play by Black), which might have been better tolerated by other judges,

I eventually retained the following compositions.

w________w 
[w4kdwdwd] 
[4wdbdwdw] 
[wdw1wdwd] 
[dwdpdw)w] 
[wdwIwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdBdwG] 
[dwdwdwdR] 
w--------w 

Prize
Klaus Wenda & Günther Weeth†

-8 & #1      (Proca)       (5+6)
Anti-Circe (Type Cheylan)

w________w 
[wdw!wdwd] 
[dwdwdpdw] 
[qdw0wdbd] 
[dwdK0w)p] 
[wdwdw)P)] 
[dw4wdwGk] 
[wdwdw)Nd] 
[dwdwgwdw] 
w--------w 

Honorable Mention
Andreas Thoma

-2 & #1      (Proca)      (9+9)
Anti-Circe (Type Cheylan)

w________w 
[wdwdwdwg] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[Bdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdw0] 
[dwdwIwir] 
w--------w 

Commendation
Andreas Thoma

-8 & s#1      (Proca)     (2+4)
Anti-Circe (Type Cheylan)

Prize - (Klaus Wenda & Günther Weeth† - R0366) A long and subtle sequence forcing

Black to uncastle due to a double check by both King and Rook! Although the same idea has

been shown before (see for instance the monumental Annex C), I particularly liked how the

authors managed to progressively build the unexpected mating net. An unaware reader might

deplore the absence of uncaptures, but AntiCirce properties are actually intensively exploited in

every move of the solution. The composers skillfully used all the pieces, also avoiding two

nasty Forward Defenses effortlessly.

Retract: 1.Kc4-d4! Kc7-c8+ 2.Kb5-c4 Rc8-b8+ 3.Ra1xPa6(+wRh1) Kb7-c7+ 4.Kc5-b5

Rd8-c8+ 5.Re1xBg1(+wRa1) Qf8-d6+ 6.Kc6-c5 Kc8-c7+ 7.Kb7-c6 0-0-0+ [The forward

defenses: 1...Rb8# and 1...Qb4# are prevented by type Cheylan/wBe2] 8.Bc7-h2 & 1.Bh5#

Honorable Mention - (Andreas Thoma - R0364) A task rendering: seven variations in a

defensive retractor, including an Allentschlag. Alas, the repeated W2 detracts and hinders a

higher classification in spite of the different forward mates.

Retract: 1.Ke4-d5 e6xQf5(+bPf7) 2.Qc8-d8 & 1.gxh5(+wPh2)#; 1…e6xRf5(+bPf7) 2.Rf6-

f5 & 1.Rxg6((+wRh1)#; 1…e6xBf5(+bPf7) 2.Se3-g2 & 1.Bxg6(+wBf1)#; 1…e6xSf5(+bPf7)

2.Qc8-d8 & 1.Sxd6(+wSg1)#; 1…e6xPf5(+bPf7) 2.Se3-g2 & 1.fxg6(+wPg2)#; 1…Rc8-

c3/Qc8-a6 2.f3-f4 & 1.Sf4#

Commendation (Andreas Thoma - R0365) I think this is the best entry from the Proca

Retractors with s#1 as forward stipulation. Although the play and final mate look somehow

familiar (Annex D), there is a very nice logic in the order of uncaptures. The overall economy

is exemplary.

Retract: 1.Ke1xPd2(+wKe1) d3-d2+ 2.Ke2xBe3(+wKe1) d4-d3+ 3.Kd2-e2 Bf2-e3 4.Ke1-

d2 Be3-f2+ 5.Kd2xRe2(+wKe1) Bf2-e3+ 6.Ke1-d2 Be3-f2+ 7.Ke1xPf2(+wKe1) f3-f2+ 8.Be8-

a4 & 1.Kf1+ Re1#
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Orthodox Proof Games

Out of the 19 published compositions, I discarded several entries for different flaws: One

featured entirely symmetrical play (P0539) and one massacre proof game (P0542) was not

actually my cup of tea. Other entries simply didn’t match the quality level of the retained

compositions, for which I propose the following classification.

w________w 
[rhbdkgn4] 
[dp0wdw0w] 
[w0Pdwdw!] 
[dwdwdq$w] 
[wdw)wdwd] 
[dw0wdw)w] 
[wdPdw)Pd] 
[$NGwIBHw] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[ndwdwdwd] 
[iw4p0wdp] 
[BdpdwdwG] 
[0pdndwdw] 
[wdwdw0w)] 
[dwdPdPdr] 
[P)PdP)w1] 
[$NIQgwHb] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[whqiwdwd] 
[dp0bdwgp] 
[w4pdwhw4] 
[hwdpdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwhwdwdw] 
[wdP)wdwd] 
[$NGQIBHR] 
w--------w 

1st Prize
Silvio Baier

PG 26                     (14+13)

2nd Prize
Michel Caillaud
to Mike Prcic with thanks 

PG 30                      (15+15)

3rd Prize
Silvio Baier

PG 26½                   (10+15)

1st Prize - (Silvio Baier - P0551) A highly impressive achievement! Here, the WCCT-11

theme is doubled, with the four thematic promotions showing an exquisite AUW: the bRa8 and

bBf8 are respectively sacrificed on g3 and c5. Two White promotions occur on the original

Black pieces fields: wQ on a8, respectively wS on f8. These white pieces are then captured

(Ceriani-Frolkin) by the black pawns on c4 and b6. Black replaces the original sacrificed

officers by two promoted pieces: bR on h1 and bB on e1 (Pronkin). In the end both Kings also

return to their original squares: Rundlauf of wK (e1-d2-e2-e1), respectively switchback of bK

(e8-d8-e8). This magnificent opus shares many similarities with the sensational H49, which

won the 3rd - 4th place in WCCT-11, featuring a similar theme with 4 moves less.

Solution: 1.e4 d5 2.e5 Qd7 3.e6 Kd8 4.exf7 e5 5.b4 Bc5 6.f8S Qf5 7.Sd7 e4 8.Sb6 axb6 9.bxc5

Ra3 10.c6 Rg3 11.hxg3 e3 12.Rh5 e2 13.Rg5 h5 14.a4 h4 15.a5 h3 16.a6 h2 17.a7 h1R 18.a8Q

R1h4 19.Qa2 Ra4 20.d4 Ra8 21.Kd2 e1B+ 22.Ke2 Bb4 23.Qc4 Bf8 24.Ke1 dxc4 25.Qh5 c3

26.Qh6 Ke8

2nd Prize - (Michel Caillaud - P0553) A masterful presentation of a 17-moves circuit of the

wRh1, which eventually ends captured on its original square! Of course, the main motivation

of the wRh1 circuit is known from the previous three works of Michel Caillaud and Nicolas

Dupont distinguished in Brand & Gräfrath 120 JT (Die Schwalbe TT 226), but the novelty is

the capture of the thematic piece. I particularly praise the author’s preference for the return on

different squares after the staircase ascension – this feature enhances the overall artistic value

of the composition. Anyway, this is an exceptional proof game by any standard!

Solution: 1.h4 b5 2.Rh3 Bb7 3.Ra3 Bf3 4.gxf3 Sa6 5.Bh3 Qb8 6.Be6 f5 7.Bd5 Sf6 8.Bb7 c6

9.d3 Qh2 10.Bh6 Sc7 11.Ra6 g5 12.Rb6 a5 13.Ba6 Bg7 14.Rb7 0-0-0 15.Kd2 Sa8 16.Rc7+

Kb8 17.Rc8+ Ka7 18.Rb8 Rc8 19.Kc1 Rc7 20.Rf8 Sd5 21.Rf6 Rg8 22.Re6 Bc3 23.Re4 Be1

24.Rg4 f4 25.Rg2 g4 26.Sh3 g3 27.Rg1 g2 28.Rf1! Rg3 29.Rh1 gxh1B 30.Sg1 Rh3

3rd Prize - (Silvio Baier - P0538) This shows a very ambitious program: PR(QB) + CF(QB) –

which translates into 4 white promotions, two Queens and two Bishops, one returning to the

home square, the other captured by Black. The final white homebase position is very appealing.

I prefer this one to P0538v because it respects the economy of time, which in my humble

opinion prevails over the economy of material in such tasks. The two inherent visible promoted

ss are the known price to pay for realizing this kind of tasks – in Annex E the even more

challenging combination PR(qs) + CF(qs) with Black homebase required two promoted BB.

Please pay attention to the splendid interplay which ensures an accurate order of moves.

Perhaps the best technical achievement of the whole tournament!

Solution: 1.h4 a5 2.h5 a4 3.h6 a3 4.hxg7 axb2 5.a4 Ra6 6.a5 Rb6 7.a6 f5 8.a7 f4 9.a8Q f3

10.Qa4 fxe2 11.Qc6 dxc6 12.f4 Bd7 13.f5 Qc8 14.f6 Kd8 15.f7 Sf6 16.g8Q exd1S 17.Qg4 Sc3

18.Qd1 Rg8 19.g4 Rg6 20.g5 Rh6 21.g6 bxc1S 22.g7 Sb3 23.g8B Bg7 24.f8B Sa5 25.Bd5 e6

26.Ba3 exd5 27.Bc1

w________w 
[rhwdkdwd] 
[0pdw0pdw] 
[wdR0wGwd] 
[dN0wdw0w] 
[wdR!Bdwd] 
[)P)P)P)P] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dNdwIwdw] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[rhb1wgn4] 
[0wdkdpdp] 
[wdp0wdwd] 
[dwdwdwdR] 
[wdwdPdwd] 
[)wHwdRIw] 
[w)Pdw)Pd] 
[dwGQdBdw] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[wdk1wdnd] 
[0p0ndpdp] 
[wdbdw0wg] 
[dwdwdBdw] 
[wdwdwdrd] 
[dPdwGR)w] 
[r)PHw)wd] 
[$wdQdwHK] 
w--------w 

Special Prize
Unto Heinonen†

PG 20                      (16+10)

1st Honorable Mention
Andrey Frolkin & Kostas Prentos

PG 15½                   (13+13)

2nd Honorable Mention
Ivan Denkovski

PG 22½                   (13+14)

Special Prize - (Unto Heinonen† - P0537) In an apparently effortless setting the author

managed to put all white pawns on the 3rd row. Of course, this figurative theme is already

known (Annex F), but the crux is how it was achieved: by using three pairs of cross-captures.

The result is absolutely astonishing, with only 3 visible Black [pawn] moves in the diagram and

all 6 missing black pieces captured by the thematic white pawns. The last Black move is the

icing on the cake - an exquisite sequence realized with impressive accuracy. Although the same

idea was shown before even by Unto himself using 4 pairs of cross-captures (Annex G), what

makes this Letztform really special is that 6 out of 8 White officers manage to pass beyond the

pawns' wall without using technical captures. A memorable composition, which surely will find

its place in the FIDE Album!

Solution: 1.Sf3 d6 2.Sd4 Be6 3.Sb5 Bb3 4.axb3 c5 5.Ra6 Qa5 6.Rc6 Qa3 7.bxa3 h5 8.Bb2 Rh6

9.Bf6 Rg6 10.c3 Rg3 11.hxg3 g6 12.Rh4 Bh6 13.Rc4 Be3 14.dxe3 h4 15.Qd4 h3 16.gxh3 Sh6

17.Bg2 Sg4 18.Be4 Se5 19.f3 Sd3+ 20.exd3 g5

1st Honorable Mention - (Andrey Frolkin & Kostas Prentos - P0543) This interesting proof

game clearly beats P0529, displaying a similar theme, both in terms of economy of time (15½

moves vs 19½ moves) and economy of means (6 captures vs 10 captures): the capture of two

Prentos pieces by a Phoenix piece. An interesting theoretical question arises: Is it justified to

extend the solution by two half-moves for the sake of having a tempo try? In this case I think

the authors’ choice makes sense – it just adds some spice to the whole play.

Solution: 1.d4 b5 2.d5 b4 3.d6 b3 4.dxe7 d6 5.a3 Kd7 6.Ra2 bxa2 7.e8R a1S 8.Re3 Sb3 9.Rxb3

g5 10.e4 g4 11.Ke2 g3 12.Kf3 gxh2 13.Kg3 hxg1S 14.Rh5 Sf3 15.Rxf3 c6 16.Sc3. Extending

the solution by two half-moves makes the path Ra1→f3 plausible, and underscores a tempo try:

1.d4 g5 2.d5 g4 3.d6 g3 4.dxe7 gxh2 5.a3 hxg1S 6.Rh5 d6 7.e4 Sf3+ 8.Ke2 Kd7 9.e8R Sd2

10.Re5 Sb3 11.Kf3 Sxa1 12.Kg3 b5 13.Rxb5 Sb3 14.Rxb3 c6 15.Rf3 ?? 16.Sc3
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2nd Honorable Mention - (Ivan Denkovski - P0550) A typical solver’s problem: The author

managed to erase almost all the traces of the Vallãdao task. There are two castlings and two

promotions, but alas only one nicely embedded en passant capture. The play flows rather

naturally and the introduction seems entirely original – a trademark of the author’s conception.

An enjoyable and entertaining proof game for any tastes!

Solution: 1.h4 d5 2.h5 Bd7 3.h6 Bc6 4.hxg7 Sh6 5.g8S Sd7 6.Sf6+ exf6 7.g3 Qe7 8.Bh3 0-0-0

9.Bf5 Re8 10.Sh3 Qd8 11.0-0 Re3 12.Kh1 Rb3 13.axb3 Rg8 14.Ra4 Rg4 15.Rf4 d4+ 16.e4

dxe3 e.p.+ 17.Rf3 exd2 18.Qe2 d1R 19.Be3 Sg8 20.Sd2 Ra1 21.Sg1 Ra2 22.Ra1 Bh6 23.Qd1

w________w 
[wdbdwdnd] 
[0pgw0wdw] 
[wdp0wdpd] 
[Hw$w!pdk] 
[wdwdw)wd] 
[dwdw4wdw] 
[P)P)P)Pd] 
[IRdwdwHw] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[rhb1kgn4] 
[0pdw0w)w] 
[w)wdwdPd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdw)wdp0] 
[!wHw)N$w] 
[w)wdwdPd] 
[dwGKdB$w] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[whwdkdn4] 
[dw0wdpgw] 
[p0w0pdp0] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[Ndwdwdb1] 
[dw)w)wdw] 
[P)Pdw)w)] 
[$NdwIwdR] 
w--------w 

3rd Honorable Mention
Marcel Tribowski

PG 27                     (14+12)

3rd Honorable Mention - (Marcel Tribowski - P0545v) A witty idea: the white King’s

capture-free march from one corner to the other! Although the royal march from one corner to

another has been shown before (Annex H), P0545v has the advantage of purity of aim: No

technical captures occur during the march and the purpose is to bring the white Rook next to

the King – a long satisfying Bristol movement. However, this maneuver doesn’t actually

require any interplay and it is exactly this inherent flaw of the matrix that hinders a higher

classification. I think the huge number of thematic Bristol movements would have probably

been better appreciated in Vilnius Champagne Tournament.

Solution: 1.Sa3 c6 2.Sc4 Qc7 3.Sa5 Qg3 4.hxg3 h5 5.Rxh5 Sa6 6.Rc5 Rh1 7.Sh3 Rxf1+

8.Kxf1 Sb4 9.Kg1 Sd3 10.Kh1 Sxc1 11.Qg1 Sd3 12.Qh2 Sf4 13.gxf4 f5 14.Qg3 Kf7 15.Qc3

Kg6 16.Kh2 Kh5 17.Rh1 g6 18.Kg1 Bg7 19.Kf1 Be5 20.Ke1 Bc7 21.Kd1 d6 22.Kc1 Bd7

23.Kb1 Rf8 24.Ka1 Rf6 25.Rb1 Re6 26.Sg1 Re3 27.Qe5 Bc8

4th Honorable Mention - (Michel Caillaud - P0544) An extension of the only proof game I

know that realizes a double bicolor Bristol of two black Ceriani-Frolkin Bishops, followed by

the switchback of two white Bishops (Annex I), raising to three the number of sacrificed black

Bishops. The author kindly mentioned the forerunner composed 20 years ago in his comment.

Why “only” an honorable mention then? I can’t help but quote Michel’s own words when

speaking about unnecessary complications: Le mieux est l’ennemi du bien. For me, at least,

those 6 extra moves for tripling require additional technical moves, which just spoil the artistic

value!

Solution: 1.a4 d5 2.Ra3 d4 3.Rg3 d3 4.h4 dxc2 5.d4 g5 6.Qd3 g4 7.Bh6 c1B 8.Qa3 Bg5 9.f4 c5

10.fxg5 c4 11.g6 c3 12.g7 c2 13.Sc3 c1B 14.Kd1 Bg5 15.hxg5 f6 16.g6 f5 17.Bc1 f4 18.e3 f3

19.Ba6 f2 20.Sf3 f1B 21.Rg1 Bb5 22.axb5 h5 23.b6 h4 24.Bf1

Commendations (in order of publication)

4th Honorable Mention
Michel Caillaud 
Yoav Ben-Zvi in memoriam

PG 23½                   (15+13)

Commendation
Kostas Prentos

PG 14                      (12+15)

Commendation - (Kostas Prentos - P0535) Who can discover the two imposters at first

glance? Let’s put the solver’s hat on: one can count only 11 moves for both sides, so there are 3

moves to spare for each side. Any proof game composer knows this freedom is prone to cooks

and shorter solutions. The author skillfully avoided these risks by cleverly putting the wS on

a4. The elimination of all visible traces by two pairs of cross-captures makes this short proof

game very entertaining. This proof game makes a significant progress in terms of economy of

time compared with other realizations of opposite colors imposters (Rook, Knight) – Annex J.

Solution: 1.g4 d6 2.g5 Bg4 3.g6 hxg6 4.Sc3 Rh3 5.Sa4 Rc3 6.dxc3 e6 7.Qd4 Qh4 8.Qb6 axb6

9.Sf3 Ra5 10.Sd2 Rh5 11.Sb1 Rh8 12.Bh6 gxh6 13.e3 Bg7 14.Ba6 bxa6

w________w 
[wdk4wdn4] 
[dp1wdw0p] 
[n0wdwdwd] 
[0w$pdbdQ] 
[wdBdw)wd] 
[gPdwdNdw] 
[w)PdwdP)] 
[dNGwdRIw] 
w--------w 

Commendation
Unto Heinonen†

Commendation - (Unto Heinonen† - P0536) Two fake castlings

and two Ceriani-Frolkin Rooks, realized with deceptive easiness.

Of course, none of these motifs is really original, but their

combination seems a novelty and it is done naturally. However, I

think the main theme is here the double fake castling and the

Ceriani-Frolkin Rooks are just the means to demonstrate the

theme. This would have been placed higher, had the motivation

been original. Unfortunately, the idea of a black promotion on e1

spoiling white castling has been shown before (Annex K) and this

hinders a higher classification.

Solution: 1.d4 f5 2.d5 f4 3.d6 f3 4.dxe7 fxe2 5.f4 d5 6.Kf2 e1R

7.Bc4 Bf5 8.Qh5+ Kd7 9.e8R Re3 10.Re6 Rb3 11.Rb6 cxb6

12.axb3 Qc7 13.Ra5 Ba3 14.Rc5 a5 15.Sf3 Sa6 16.Rf1 Rd8

17.Kg1 Kc8

Fairy Proof Games

This sub-section was again very well represented: 13 compositions. Compared to the orthodox

section, I didn’t praise so much the realization of the so-called traditional PG themes, but

merely the emphasis on how much is the fairy condition facilitating or hindering the realization

of the theme. I discarded P0552, because the Queen Ceriani-Frolkin with Vallãdao in Duellist

has been shown before by Nicolas Dupont (Annex L). The difference is that Nicolas showed a

Queen Schnoebelen in that 2019 problem, while P0552 ends with a mate, but requires 3 times

the number of moves. I think the violation of the economy of time is quite a serious flaw.

w________w 
[qhb4wgnd] 
[0p0k0wdp] 
[w0pdpdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[4wdwdwdw] 
[w)P)P)P)] 
[$NGQIBHR] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[p0p0p0p0] 
[4wdkdw4w] 
[b1ndwdwh] 
[dRdwdwdw] 
[P)P)P)P)] 
[dwdwdNdw] 
[wGQdwdBI] 
[gNdwdwdR] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[wdbdkgn4] 
[0wdw0p0w] 
[w)phwdwd] 
[Gwdp$wdw] 
[w1wdwHwd] 
[dwdP)w0w] 
[w)Pdw)w)] 
[dNdQdBIw] 
w--------w 

1st Prize
Kostas Prentos & Kevin Begley

PG 12                      (15+16)
Parrain Circe

2nd Prize
Kevin Begley

PG 19                      (16+16)
Point Reflection 

3rd Prize
Unto Heinonen†

PG 17                      (14+14) 
Madrasi 
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1st Prize - (Kostas Prentos & Kevin Begley - P0533) The same two sibling pairs bb and ss

have been shown before by Kostas Prentos (Annex M) using a different fairy condition. This

one is 3½ moves shorter and very intensive. The white HomeBase position is particularly very

appealing, as all the visible traces of the theme disappeared. After a gentle introduction, follows

a thrilling sequence of 8½ specific moves culminating with the capture of the promoted

godfather. Let’s see who will be the first to show three sibling pairs!

Solution: 1.a4 d5 2.a5 Sd7 3.a6 Sdf6 4.axb7 g6(+bPb6) 5.bxa8Q Bh3(+bRf3) 6.Qxd5

Bf5(+bPb7) 7.Qxf7+ Kd7(+bPe6) 8.Qxf8 Qa8(+bBc8) 9.Qxg8 Ra3(+bSb8) 10.Qxg6

Rd8(+bPc6) 11.Qxf5 Sg8(+bBg7) 12.Qf8 Bxf8

2nd Prize - (Kevin Begley - P0549) The figurative proof games are always a love-or-hate

business – you just can’t stay indifferent when seeing them! Putting all the pawns in the same

row is already an accomplishment, so doubling this theme is something quite extraordinary.

There are many technical challenges to overcome, which explains why there are so few

realizations of this theme (Annex N, O, P). Although Point Reflection facilitates the task

perhaps more than any Circe variations, the order of moves still needs careful consideration. A

fascinating proof game, worth studying in detail!

Solution: 1.f4 c6 2.Kg3 Qb6 3.Sf3 c6-d8 4.h4 Sc6 5.Kh2 a7-b8 6.g4 Ra7 7.Bg2 b7-a8 8.e4 Ba6

9.Qe2 d7-c8 10.d4 Kd7 11.Qd2 e7-e8 12.a4 Bb4 [not 12...Ba3? 13.b4 Bb2 14.Ra2 g7-f8

(14...Ba1??) 15.c4 Ba1 16.Bb2??] 13.Ra2 Bc3 14.b4 Ba1 15.Bb2 g7-f8 16.c4 Rg7 17.Qc2 h7-

h8 18.Ra3 Sh6 19.Rb5 f7-g8

3rd Prize - (Unto Heinonen† - P0548) This shows an amusing idea known as the Lois theme:

two pieces of the same nature exchange their places and then return to their original squares.

The place exchange of two Bishops has been done in Madrasi (Annex Q), but that’s the easy

part of the story. The main difficulty resides in making these pieces return to their initial

squares. Here the motivation is the capture of an opposite Rook. The most spectacular feature is

that both Bishops follow the same rectangular route while performing the Rundlauf. Madrasi

ensures an accurate order of moves, thanks to paralysis risks hiding at almost every move.

Moreover, the author didn’t use any technical captures, like in (Annex R). This would have

received the first prize, hadn’t this theme already been shown in orthodox form (Annex S).

However, it still deserves to be highly praised, because it achieves the task in fewer moves,

using an AntiZiel fairy condition.

Solution: 1.a4 c6 2.a5 b5 3.axb6 e.p. h5 4.Ra5 h4 5.Re5 d5 6.e3 Bh3 7.Ba6 Qd6 8.Se2 Sd7 9.0-

0 Rc8 10.g4 hxg3 e.p. 11.Bxc8 Bxf1 12.Sf4 Ba6 13.d3 Sc5 14.Bd2 Sb7 15.Ba5 Qb4 16.Bh3

Sd6 17.Bf1 Bc8

w________w 
[wdw1kgn4] 
[0p0p0p0p] 
[ndrdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[P)P)P)P)] 
[$NGQIwdR] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[wdw4wgn4] 
[0piw0p0p] 
[wdpdwdwd] 
[dwdpdwdw] 
[bdw)wdwd] 
[dwdwdqdn] 
[P)PdP)P)] 
[$NGQIBHR] 
w--------w 

w________w
[rhb1kdw4]
[0p0pdp0p]
[wdwdpdwh]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[RGQHNIB$]
[)P)P)P)P]
w--------w

1st Honorable Mention
Kevin Begley

PG 9½                     (14+15)
Contra Parrain Circe

1st Honorable Mention - (Kevin Begley - P0540) A spectacular rendering of the Lois theme

using the same pieces, Queen and Pawn, for both White and Black! Of course, the Contra

Parrain Circe enormously facilitates this task, which can’t be shown in orthodox proof games.

The order of moves is cleverly forced thanks to the technical captures of two Knights.

Solution: 1.e4 d5 2.Ba6 Sxa6 3.Qe2 Bg4 4.exd5 Qxd5(+bPd8) 5.Qe6(+wPd1) Rc8 6.Qxc8

Qd7(+bRc6) 7.Qxd8+ Qxd8(+bPd7) 8.Sf3(+wQe6) Bxf3 9.Qe2 Bxe2 10.dxe2(+wQd1)

2nd Honorable Mention - (Michel Caillaud & Allan Bell - P0534) A typical #Color puzzle:

the configuration of black pieces requires more moves than those available from the stipulation.

The trick in such cases is to play some of these moves with the other side, which involves the

color change of some pieces (e.g. the black Queen and the black Knight). The perpetual mate

motif is original and pleasant. Again, this theme simply can’t be shown in orthodox proof

games. The two mates of white King c5 raised a huge smile on my face: it is exactly the same

square from the best #Color proof game I have seen (Annex T)!

Solution: 1.d4 d5 2.Kd2 Bd7 3.Kc3 Ba4 4.Kb4 c6 5.Kc5 Qd6(d6=w) 6.Bf4 Sa6(a6=w)

7.Sc7(c7=b) Se6+ [7...Sa6(a6=w) would lead to perpetual mate] 8.Kb4 Sg5 9.Qe5 0-0-0

10.Qc7(c7=b) Sh3 11.Bc1 Qf4 12.Kc3 Qf3+ 13.Kd2 Kc7 14.Ke1

3rd Honorable Mention - (Kevin Begley - P0527v) Another figurative problem having 8

pawns on the 1st rank, this time using Contra Parrain Circe. From a fairy point of view, the

density of fairy effects is twice bigger than in P0540, but alas, the judgment is not for fairies,

but for proof games. I think P0540 is better, because of its hidden theme, while P0527v kind of

reminds me of the massacre proof games. Nevertheless, another very good example of specific

fairy proof game theme!

Solution: 1.a3 e6 2.Ra2 Bxa3 3.h4(+wPa1) Qxh4 4.Rxh4(+wPh1) Bxb2(+bQg5)

5.Bxb2(+wPc1) Qxg2(+bBb5) 6.Bxg2(+wPf1) Bxe2(+bQd5) 7.Sxe2(+wPg1) Sh6(+bBd4)

8.Rh2 Bxf2+ 9.Kxf2(+wPe1) Qxd2(+bBf5) 10.Sxd2(+wPb1) Bxc2(+bQg5) 11.Qxc2(+wPd1)

Qd8

Commendations (in order of publication)

2nd Honorable Mention
Michel Caillaud & Allan Bell

PG 13½                  (16+16)
#Color

3rd Honorable Mention
Kevin Begley

PG 11                      (16+15)
Contra Parrain Circe

w________w 
[rhb1kgn4] 
[0p0p0p0p] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[Pdw)wdwd] 
[Gwdwdwdw] 
[w)PdPdPd] 
[$wHwIBHw] 
w--------w 

w________w
[rdb1kgn4]
[0pdp0pdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w)P)P)P)]
[$NGQIBdR]
w--------w

Commendation
Henryk Grudzinski & Kostas Prentos

PG 9    (12+16) 
Einstein

Commendation - (Henryk Grudzinski & Kostas Prentos -

P0526) A simple, yet witty idea: a black Pawn round trip after a

full Einstein circle P>S>B>R>Q>R>B>S>P. However, the pawn

round trip in Einstein has been shown before even by one of the

authors (Annex U). The novelty is of course the full Einstein

circle, which is quite a good challenge.

Solution: 1.h4 g6 2.h5 gxh5=S 3.f4 Sxf4=B 4.d4 Bxc1=R 5.a4

Rxb1=Q 6.Ra3=B Qa1=R 7.Rh6=B Ra2=B 8.Qa1=R Be6=S

9.Bc1=S Sg7=P

Commendation
Paul Rãican & Eric Huber

PG 4  Take & Make (14+12)
Annan, #Color

Commendation - (Paul Răican & Eric Huber - TE7; SG99:

Pg.154) A double homebase in a shortie! Three fairy conditions

might seem a little too many, but in this case the solution is quite

understandable, although the combination Annan with

Take&Make Chess allow some quite crazy possibilities.

Solution: 1.Sh3 Sa6 2.axa6-b8Q hxh3-g1Q 3.Qxc7-c6 Qxf2-f3

4.Qxf3-f5 gxf5-f2#[f2=w]
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ANNEX:

w________w 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwh] 
[dwdwdwgb] 
[wdwdw4wd] 
[dq4wdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwIwdn] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdkdw0wh] 
[dwdw0wgb] 
[p0p0w4w0] 
[)q4wdN0w] 
[R)P)P)P)] 
[HwGQIB$n] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[n$Kdn!w4] 
[dp$NiB0p] 
[wdp$b0wd]
[dw)pGPdw] 
[wdw0wdwd] 
[dwdPdwdw] 
[P)wdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
w--------w 

A Hans-Heinrich Schmitz
2nd Prize
feenschach 1981 (v)

Add all missing units for an
Illegal Cluster (1+7)

Solution (A):
B Andrey Frolkin
Die Schwalbe 1979

Release the position! (13+12)

(B) Retract: 1.Qg8xSf8+ Sg6-f8 2.Bg3-e5 Sf4-g6 3.Bh2-g3 Se2-f4 4.f4-f5 Sc1-e2 5.f2-f4 c2-

c1S 6.Bg1-h2 b3xSc2 7.Bg6-f7 a4xSb3 8.Se1-c2 Bh3-e6 9.Bf5-g6, unpromote Se1 and Sb4 on

f8 and bring the pawns back to g6 and h2, 25.f7-f6 26.Le6-f5 Kf6-e7 27.Sb6-d7+ etc. Captures

white: QxSf8, gxRf7, hxBg3xQf7 promotion 2xf8S and e8R, black: exSd, axSbxSc, promotion

c1S

w________w 
[wdwdwdBd] 
[0k0wdwdw] 
[wdwdwhwd] 
[dwdrdNGw] 
[wdpdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdpdwdwd] 
[gwdwIwhw] 
w--------w 

C Günther Weeth & Dmitry Baibikov
2nd Prize
Julia's Fairies, (No.1357, 2018)

-25 & #1 (Proca) (4+9)

Anti-Circe

(C) Retract: 1.Ke1xPd2(+wKe1) d3-d2+ 2.Ke2xBf2(+wKe1) d4-d3+ 3.Ke1-e2 Be3-f2+

4.Kb3xRb4(+wKe1) Ra4-b4+ 5.Kc3-b3 a2-a1B+ 6.Kd2-c3 Bf2-e3+ 7.Ke1-d2 Be3-f2+

8.Kb5xQa5(+wKe1) Rd8-d5+ 9.Kb4-b5 Ra3-b4+ 10.Kc3-b4 Ra4-a3+ 11.Kd2-c3 Bf2-e3+

12.Ke1-d2 Be3-f2+ 13.Kb5xBa6(+wKe1) Kc8-b7+ 14.Kb4-b5 Ra3-a4+ 15.Kc3-b4 Ra4-a3+

16.Kd2-c3 Bf2-e3+ 17.Ke1-d2 Be3-f2+ 18.Kb4xPb5(+wKe1)! Ra3-a4+ 19.Kc3-b4 Ra4-a3+

20.Kd2-c3 Bf2-e3+ 21.Ke1-d2 Be3-f2+ 22.Kh7xRh8(+wKe1) 0-0-0+ 23.Kh6-h7 Sh7-f6+

24.Be7-g5 Bf2-e3+ 25.Be6-g8 & 1.Sg7#

(D) Retract: 1.Kd2xSc3(+wKe1) Bg3-f4+ 2.Ke1-d2 Bf4-g3+ 3.Kc2xPb3(+wKe1) Rc7-e7+

4.Kd2-c2 Bg3-f4+ 5.Ke1-d2 Bf4-g3+ 6.Kd2xBd1(+wKe1) Bg3-f4+ 7.Ke1-d2 Bf4-g3+

8.Kf2xRf1(+wKe1) Re1-f1+ 9.Kg2-f2 Re8-e5+ 10.Bf2-g1 & 1.Rxe1(+wRa1)+ Re1#

(E) 1.d4 f5 2.d5 f4 3.d6 f3 4.dxc7 d5 5.Bf4 d4 6.Kd2 d3 7.Kc3 d2 8.Qc1 d1Q 9.cxb8B Q1d5

10.Sd2 Qb3+ 11.axb3 h5 12.Ra6 h4 13.Rf6 h3 14.Bbd6 hxg2 15.h4 a5 16.h5 a4 17.h6 a3 18.h7

a2 19.hxg8B a1Q 20.Bd5 Qa7 21.Ba3 Qe3+ 22.fxe3 f2 23.Sgf3 g1S 24.Sh2 Sf3 25.Rg1 Se5

26.Bh1 Sd7 27.Bfg2 f1S 28.b4 Sg3 29.Sb3 Sf5 30.Sa1 Sh6 31.Kd4 Sg8 32.c3 Sb8+

w________w 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdw4wdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdw4wdw] 
[wdwdRgpd] 
[dwdpdwdw] 
[wdwdwdw0] 
[dwdwIwGk] 
w--------w 

D Klaus Wenda
Die Schwalbe 2013

-10 & s#1 (Proca) (3+7)
Anti-Circe

w________w 
[rhb1kgn4] 
[dpdw0w0w] 
[wdwdw$wd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[w)wIwGwd] 
[Gw)w)wdw] 
[w)wdPdBH] 
[Hw!wdw$B] 
w--------w 

E Silvio Baier
3rd Prize
StrateGems 2016

PG 32 (15+11)

w________w 
[whwiwdw4] 
[dpdwhQ0p] 
[wdw0wdwd] 
[0B0r0wdw] 
[wGwdwdwI] 
[)P)P)P)P] 
[wdwdwgbd] 
[$Ndw1wHR] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[kdqdwhwd] 
[dbdwdwhw] 
[p0p0p0p0] 
[dwdwdw4w] 
[w4wdwgwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[$NGQIBHR] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[rhb1wgn4] 
[dp0w0p0p] 
[pdwdwdwd] 
[dwdpdwdN] 
[wdPdQdwd] 
[Hwdwdwdw] 
[P)wdP)wd] 
[iwdwIwdR] 
w--------w 

F Ladislav Packa
Mat-Pat 1993

PG 15½ (16+15)

(F) 1.f3 e5 2.Kf2 Bc5 3.Kg3 Se7 4.Kh4 Bf2 5.g3 c5 6.e3 Qa5 7.Bb5 Kd8 8.d3 Qe1 9.c3 a5

10.Qb3 Ra6 11.Qxf7 Rd6 12.b3 Rd5 13.Ba3 d6 14.Bb4 Bh3 15.a3 Bg2 16.h3

(G) 1.b4 Sh6 2.b5 Sf5 3.b6 axb6 4.g4 Ra4 5.g5 Rb4 6.g6 hxg6 7.a4 Rh5 8.a5 Rg5 9.a6 bxa6

10.h4 Bb7 11.h5 Qc8 12.h6 gxh6 13.f4 Sg7 14.f5 Kd8 15.f6 exf6 16.c4 Bd6 17.c5 Bf4 18.c6

dxc6 19.d4 Sd7 20.d5 Sf8 21.d6 cxd6 22.e3 Kc7 23.e4 Kb8 24.e5 Ka8 25.e6 fxe6

(H) 1.Sh3 d5 2.Sf4 Kd7 3.Sh5 Ke6 4.c4 Kf5 5.g4+ Kxg4 6.Bh3+ Kxh3 7.Qc2 Kg2 8.Kd1 Kxh1

9.Qe4+ Kxh2 10.Kc2 Kg1 11.Kd3 Kf1 12.Ke3 Ke1 13.Kf3 Kd1 14.Kg2 Kxc1 15.Sa3+ Kxd2

16.Rh1 a6 17.Kf1 Kc1 18.Sc2 Kb1 19.Sa3+ Ka1 20.Ke1

G Unto Heinonen
Springaren 1995

PG 25 (8+16)

H Göran Wicklund
Commendation
1st Retros-List QCT 1997

PG 19½ (10+16)

w________w 
[rdb1kgn4] 
[0p0wdpdp] 
[w)wdndPd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdw)wdpd] 
[dw$w)Qdw] 
[w)wdwdPd] 
[$NGwIBHw] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[whbdw4kd] 
[0pdpdwdr] 
[ndwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[q!wdw)wd] 
[$wdN)Ndw] 
[P)w)wdPG] 
[IBdwdwdR] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[whw1w4kd] 
[dp0whp0w] 
[B0w0wdwd] 
[dwgwdw4P] 
[wdwdwGw0] 
[HwdPdPdw] 
[w)PdQ)w)] 
[dwIRdwHR] 
w--------w 

I Michel Caillaud
Prize
The Good Companion's 3rd QCT ‘02

PG 17½ (14+14)

(I) 1.h4 d5 2.Rh3 d4 3.Rc3 d3 4.a4 dxc2 5.d4 g5 6.Qd3 g4 7.Bh6 c1B 8.Qf3 Bg5 9.hxg5 e5

10.g6 e4 11.Bc1 e3 12.Kd1 exf2 13.e3 Sd7 14.Ba6 f1B 15.Ke1 Bb5 16.axb5 Sc5 17.b6 Se6

18.Bf1

(J) 1.Sc3 g5 2.Sd5 g4 3.Sb4 g3 4.hxg3 f5 5.Rh3 f4 6.gxf4 e5 7.fxe5 Bd6 8.exd6 Sa6 9.dxc7

Rb8 10.cxb8B Qc7 11.Ra3 Qxc2 12.e3 Qxc1 13.Bd3 Qc6 14.Qb3 Qa4 15.0-0-0 h5 16.Kb1 h4

17.Ka1 h3 18.Bb1 h2 19.Sd3 h1R 20.Qb4 R1h7 21.Bh2 Se7 22.f4 0-0 23.Sf3 Sc6 24.Rh1 Scb8

(K) 1.a4 h5 2.Ra3 h4 3.Rb3 Rh5 4.Rb6 axb6 5.g4 Raa5 6.gxh5 Rg5 7.a5 e5 8.a6 Bc5 9.a7 d6

10.a8R Bg4 11.Ra1 Bf3 12.exf3 e4 13.Ba6 e3 14.d3 e2 15.Bf4 Kf8 (15…Se7 16.Kd2 e1R

17.Sa3 Re6 18.Qe2 Rh6 19.Rd1 Rh8 20.Kc1 solves twin b: 0-0??) 16.Kd2 e1R 17.Sa3 Re8

18.Qe2 Se7 19.Rd1 Kg8 20.Kc1 Rf8.

J Igor Vereshchagin &
Rustam Ubaidullaev
2nd Commendation
Thema Danicum 2003

PG 24 (14+10)

K Andrey Frolkin
& Kostas Prentos
7th Honorable Mention
StrateGems 2011

PG 20 (15+14)
b) Undo black’s castling,
then PG 19½
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w________w 
[rdbdwgn4] 
[0w0wdpdp] 
[wdwiwdwd] 
[dpdwdwdw] 
[wdw)w0wd] 
[dp)wdPdw] 
[Pdwdwdw)] 
[$NGQdRIw] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[whb4rgnd] 
[0p0k)p0p] 
[wdw1Ndpd] 
[dw!wdwdB] 
[w)pdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[Pdw)w)P)] 
[$NdwIBHR] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[p0p0p0p0] 
[4bdqdndr] 
[Bdwdwdkd] 
[dwhwdwdw] 
[wdwdNdwd] 
[dwgwdwIN] 
[RGQdwdw$] 
[)P)P)P)P] 
w--------w 

L Nicolas Dupont
3rd-4th Honorable Mention e.a.
2nd Murfatlar CT, Vilnius 2019
Dedicated to Bernd Gräfrath

PG 12½ (11+13)
Duelist

(L) 1.d4 d5 2.g4 Sd7 3.g5 Sf6 4.gxf6 Kd7 5.fxe7 Kd6 6.e8Q Qxe8 7.f3 Qxe2+ 8.Sxe2 g5 9.Sf4

gxf4 10.Bc4 dxc4 11.c3 b5 12.b4 cxb3 e.p. 13.0-0

(M) 1.e4 d5 2.e5 Bg4 3.e6 Bxe6(+wPc8S) 4.Sxe7(+bPg6) Sxe7(+wSc6) 5.c4 Sexc6(+wSa5)

6.Qc2 Ba3 7.c5 Bxc5(+wPe7) 8.b4 Qd6 9.Bb2 Sd7 10.Bf6 Rd8 11.Qxc5(+bBc8) Sxf6(+wBh5)

12.Sc4 dxc4(+wSb3) 13.Sd4 Kd7 14.Sxc6(+bSb8) Rhe8 15.Sd4 Sg8 16.Sxe6(+bBf8)

(N) 1.e4 c5 2.Ba6 Sxa6(+wBb8) 3.Bxa7(+bPb8) Rxa7(+wBa8) 4.Bxb7(+bPa8) Bxb7(+wBc8)

5.Bxd7(+bPc8)+ Qxd7(+wBd8) 6.Bxe7(+bPd8) Kxe7(+wBe8) 7.Bxf7(+bPe8) Kf6

8.Bxg8(+bSf7) Kg6 9.Bxh7(+wPg8)+ Rxh7(+bBh8) 10.Bxg7(+wPh8) Bxg7(+wBf8) 11.Kf1

Bc3 12.Sxc3(+bBb1) Bxa2(+wPb1) 13.Rxa2(+bBa1) Bxb2(+wPa1) 14.Bxb2(+bBc1)

Bxd2(+wPc1) 15.Qxd2(+bBd1) Bxc2(+wPd1) 16.Qxc2(+bBd2) Be1 17.Bxc5(+bPf8)

Bxf2(+wPe1) 18.Kxf2(+bBf1) Bxg2(+wPf1) 19.Kg3 Bh3 20.Sxh3(+bBg1) Bxh2(+wPg1)+

21.Rxh2(+bBh1) Bhxe4(+wPh1) 22.Sxe4(+bBc3) Sxc5(+wBa6)

M Kostas Prentos
StrateGems 2020
Dedicated to Henryk Grudzinski

PG 15½                  (16+16) 
Equipollent Circe

N Kevin Begley
& Paul Raican
Quartz 2010 (v)

PG 22 (16+16)
Platzwechsel Circe

w________w
[rhbdkdnd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[0p0p0p0p] 
[P)P)P)P)] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwHBdwd] 
[$NGwIw$w] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[p0p0p0p0] 
[4bdk1wdw] 
[ndwdwdwd] 
[dwdwdwdn] 
[wdwgwdwd] 
[dw4wdwdw] 
[P)P)P)P)] 
[$NGQIBHR] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[rhb1kGw4] 
[0p0p0pdp] 
[wdwdwhwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdPdwdw] 
[P)PdP)P)] 
[$NgQIBHR] 
w--------w 

O Michel Caillaud.
Vlaicu Crișan & Eric Huber
Problem Paradise 2019

PG 22 (15+13)
Duelist, Berolina Pawns

(O) 1.BPh4 BPg5 2.BPhf4 BPge5 3.BPd4 BPc5 4.BPb4 BPa5 5.Qd3 BPh5 6.Qg6+ Ke7

7.Qg7+ Ke6 8.Qxf8 BPb5 9.Qf6+ Kd7 10.Qxh8 Ke8 11.Qg7 BPd5 12.Qd7+ Qxd7 13.Sf3 Qh3

14.Sd2 Qc3 15.BPg4 Qg3+ 16.Kd1 Qe3 17.BPa4 Qb3+ 18.Ke1 Qf3 19.BPc4 Qe4+ 20.Be2 Qe3

21.BPe4 Qg1+ 22.Rxg1 BPf5

(P) 1.c3 a6 2.Qa4 Ra7 3.Qxa6(+bPa8) Sf6 4.Qb6 Sa6 5.Qxb7(+bPb8) Sh5 6.Qc6 Bb7

7.Qxc7(+bPc8) Qxc7(+wQb6) 8.Qg6 hxg6(+wQf5) 9.Qg4 Rh6 10.Qxg6(+bPg8) Rxg6(+wQf6)

11.Qxg7(+bPh8) d6 12.Qd4 Bg7 13.Qxd6(+bPd8) Bd4 14.Qxe7(+bPf8)+ Qxe7(+wQg7)

15.Qxg6(+bRg5) Kd7 16.Qxf7(+bPe8) Rc5 17.Qb3 Rc4 18.Qd1 Rxc3(+wPc2)

(Q) 1.d3 g5 2.Bxg5 Bg7 3.Bh4 Bh6 4.Bf6 Bc1 5.Bg7 Sf6 6.Bf8.

P Kevin Begley
& Kostas Prentos
StrateGems 2009 (v)

PG 18 (16+16)
Equipollent Circe

Q Marco Bonavoglia
2nd Commendation
Andernach TT 2009

PG 5½ (16+15)
Madrasi

w________w 
[rhbdwgkd] 
[0p0p0pdp] 
[wdwdwdpd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdPdwdw] 
[PdPdP)Pd] 
[$NGQIBHw] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[rdw1wgwh] 
[0p0ndpdw] 
[wdNdwdp0] 
[dBdp0wdk] 
[Rdw)wdw)] 
[dPdw)wdw] 
[PdPdb)Pd] 
[HwGQIwdw] 
w--------w 

w________w 
[wdwdkdn4] 
[dwdwdp0w] 
[Kdp0w0p)] 
[0wdpdwdw] 
[bdw)wdwd] 
[dwdwdwdw] 
[P)PdP)Pd] 
[$NGQdBHR] 
w--------w 

R Raúl Jordan, Thomas Brand
& Bernd Gräfrath
4th Commendation
120 JT, Die Schwalbe 2019

PG 10 (13+13)

(R) 1.h4 g6 2.h5 Bg7 3.h6 Sxh6 4.d3 0-0 5.Bxh6 Bxb2 6.Bxf8 Bc1 7.Bg7 Qf8 8.Bb2 Qh6

9.Rxh6 Bxh6 10.Bc1 Bf8

(S) 1.h4 e5 2.Rh3 Se7 3.Ra3 Sg6 4.Ra4 Ba3 5.Sf3 0-0 6.Sd4 Sh8 7.Sc6 g6 8.d4 Kg7 9.Sd2 Kh6

10.Sb3+ Kh5 11.Bh6 d5 12.Rc1 Bg4 13.Sa1 Sd7 14.b3 Bxc1 15.Bxf8 Bh6 16.Ba3 Bf8 17.e3

h6 18.Bb5 Be2 19.Bc1

(T) 1.d4 d5 2.Kd2 Bd7 3.Kc3 Ba4 4.Kb4 a5+ 5.Kc5 Ra6 6.h4 Rc6(c6=w) 7.h5 bxc6 8.h6

Qd6(d6=w) 9.Qg6 Sd7(d7=w) 10.Sf6+ exf6(f8=w) 11.Bd6 cxd6+ 12.Kb6 hxg6 13.Ka6

S Michel Caillaud
6th Prize
J. Lois 60 JT 2006-2007

PG 18½ (15+15)

T Michel Caillaud
2nd Prize
Christmas Tourney, Quartz ‘20

PG 12½ (16+12)
#Color

w________w 
[rhwdkdwd] 
[0p0w0w0p] 
[wdwdw0wd] 
[dwhwdwdw] 
[wdwdwdwd] 
[dwdwgwdw] 
[P)P)P)P)] 
[$NGQIBHR] 
w--------w 

U Henryk Grudzinski
3rd Honorable Mention
Quartz 2011

PG 8½ (16+12)
Einstein

(U) 1.g4 f5 2.gxf5=S Sf6=P 3.Sd6=P Rg8=B

4.dxe7=S Bd5=S 5.Sxc8=B Bc5=S 6.Bxd7=R

Qe7=R 7.Rd6=B Re3=B 8.Bf4=S Se7=P 9.Sg2=P

We thank Vlaicu for this comprehensive and timely award. Please send comments to Mike Prcic 

within 90 days.
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